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#1575
SPRAYABLE SEAM
SEALER GUN
Professional gun for applying Sprayable Seam Sealer. The gun
is designed to accept both plastic and aluminum cartridges. The
gun is hermetically sealed which avoids hardening of the product
when not in use.
The adjustments to air and product ﬂow make it possible to duplicate OEM seams, as well as many other beads and patterns.
By changing the spray cap, special extrusion nozzles can be attached for easy application of door skin seams and other beads.
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Nickel plated brass body
Spray cap and extrusion cap included
Stainless steel needle
Product ﬂow adjustment
Air atomization adjustment

AIR SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
(Air pressure regulator & ﬁlter are required)
Working pressure:
40-80 psi
Maximum pressure:
140 psi
Air consumption:
7-11 cfm
Minimum hose ID:
¼”

DIRECTIONS
1. Open the back end of the gun by unscrewing (counter clockwise) the tube base. Hold the Back Revolving Fitting & Tube
in place while unscrewing.
2. Open the front sealed end of the cartridge and insert it into the
gun. The front of the Tube Base is not threaded so the gun will
work with aluminum and plastic cartridges. Screw (clockwise)
the Back Tube Base back onto the gun and tighten.
3. Adjust air supply to a working pressure of 40-80 psi.
4. Connect the gun to the air supply.
5. Point the spray gun towards the object and pull the lever.
6. Turn the knob #9 located on the side of the gun to adjust the
air atomization.
7. Turning it clockwise gradually closes the air passage and
turning it counter clockwise opens it.
8. Turn the knob #10 (directly behind handle) clockwise to obtain
a gradual decrease of product ﬂow and turning it counter
clockwise to increase the product ﬂow.
9. The combined adjustments of air adjustment, product ﬂow,
distance and angle of application.
10. Allows you to attain many diﬀerent textures and patterns.
11. When ﬁnished, turn knob #9 (air adjustment) clockwise until
it is completely closed. While using the extrusion cap & seam
sealer tips, the air adjustment knob #9 must be closed.
12. Please read warning and safety instructions inside of
box.
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PLEASE NOTE: During intermissions of use always keep a
cartridge with sealant inside the spray gun, turning the air and
product valves to the oﬀ position, to keep the product from setting
up in the gun. During extended periods of non-use, remove the
cartridge and clean the gun immediately. See instructions for
maintenance enclosed with the gun.
Since we have no control over the use or maintenance of this gun,
we will not be responsible for clogged guns.
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
#1575
Sprayable Seam Sealer Gun
#1576
Replacement Nozzles (Round-Bead)
#1577
Replacement Nozzles (Notched-Door Skin)
#1578
Replacement Nozzles (Grey-Precision)
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